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The Potential Paradox 
of a Decision in Moore 
Invalidating the  
Transition Tax
By Jeffrey M. Tebbs*

In November 2023, the taxpayers and the government completed their briefing 
in Moore v. United States, the high-profile case pending in the Supreme Court 
addressing the constitutionality of the Code Sec. 965 transition tax.1 Oral 

argument is scheduled for December 5th, and a decision is expected by early 
summer 2024. As practitioners eagerly await a decision, taxpayers continue to 
evaluate whether to file claims for refund (or protective claims for refund) for 
amounts paid pursuant to Code Sec. 965. The nonpartisan Tax Policy Center 
estimates that refund claims (and the termination of installment payments) fol-
lowing a Supreme Court decision invalidating the transition tax may cost the 
fisc more than $200 billion, even adjusting for the possibility that the statute of 
limitations will bar certain claims.2

While a decision invalidating the transition tax may result in a significant 
benefit for many taxpayers, for others, the value of refunding the transition tax 
may be outweighed by the tax detriment to transactions occurring after 2017.

In general, if any provision of the Internal Revenue Code is held invalid, Code 
Sec. 7852 provides that the remainder of the Code will not be affected. This ar-
ticle assumes that, if the Supreme Court invalidates the transition tax in Moore, 
the Court will consider the transition tax severable from the remainder of the 
international tax system established in the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (“TCJA”).3 
Under longstanding judicial principles, taxpayers must apply consistent treat-
ment to the same items across taxable years.4 If a taxpayer claims a refund of its 
transition tax liability, the Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”) would likely con-
clude that the taxpayer must reflect the corollary consequences that follow from 
the U.S. shareholder eliminating the deemed inclusion under Code Sec. 965(a) 
of earnings and profits (“E&P”) from specified foreign corporations (“SFCs”).5 
Those consequences would be reflected not only in the year(s) of the original 
deemed inclusion but also subsequent years.6 In particular, if a U.S. shareholder 
never included amounts under Code Sec. 965(a), a decision invalidating the 
transition tax may prevent the creation of Code Sec. 965 previously taxed earn-
ings and profits (“PTEP”), leaving SFCs with their original, untaxed Code Sec. 
959(c)(3) E&P.7 Similarly, a U.S. shareholder may no longer increase its basis in 
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the stock of a deferred foreign income corporation under 
Code Sec. 961(a).8

The elimination of valuable tax attributes would af-
fect the treatment of post-2017 distributions from SFCs 
and may prevent the creditability of withholding taxes 
on such distributions. Furthermore, U.S. shareholders 
may be required to reduce or eliminate capital losses on 
post-2017 sales of stock of SFCs. The negative impact 
on post-2017 transactions may exceed the value of any 
refund of the transition tax amount, particularly for U.S. 
shareholders for which the original inclusion was wholly 
or partially sheltered by an indirect foreign tax credit,9 
wholly or partially sheltered with offsets from E&P def-
icit foreign corporations,10 or for which the 8-percent 
rate equivalent percentage applied, in whole or in part.11

Part I of this article considers the mechanisms by which 
a decision in Moore invalidating the transaction tax may 
affect the treatment of post-2017 distributions from 
SFCs. Part II of this article considers the potential impact 
on post-2017 sales of SFC stock. Part III concludes. The 
article emphasizes the impact on U.S. corporate taxpay-
ers, and issues specific to U.S. individual shareholders are 
beyond the scope of the discussion that follows.

I. effect on Distributions After TcJA

The IRS Statistics of Income Division estimates that U.S. 
corporate shareholders included $3.5 trillion in gross in-
come under Code Sec. 965(a), before the deduction under 
Code Sec. 965(c) and without regard to any foreign tax 
credit.12 Immediately following the enactment of TCJA, 
U.S. multinational enterprises (“MNEs”) repatriated un-
precedented earnings to the United States. In 2018, U.S. 
MNEs received dividends from foreign affiliates of $776.5 
billion, which was $621.4 billion more than in 2017 and the 
first time since 1982 that the amount repatriated exceeded 
the current earnings of foreign affiliates.13 The surge per-
sisted through 2019 before subsiding to a pre-TCJA pace in 
2020 and continuing at a relatively lower rate thereafter.14 
Under the ordering rules of Code Sec. 959, many (if not 
most) of these post-TCJA distributions would have been 
sourced principally from Code Sec. 965 PTEP.15

If the Supreme Court invalidates the Code Sec. 965 
transition tax, U.S. MNEs will need to reevaluate the 
tax treatment of those distributions. At a minimum, 
U.S. MNEs will need to evaluate (i) whether dividends 
sourced from untaxed E&P accumulated between 1987 
and 2017 are eligible for the Code Sec. 245A dividends 
received deduction (“DRD”), (ii) whether foreign with-
holding taxes imposed on such distributions are no 

longer creditable in light of Code Sec. 245A(d), (iii) 
whether exchange gain or loss recognized on such distri-
butions must be reversed, and (iv) whether the extraordi-
nary dividend rules of Code Sec. 1059 are implicated by 
distributions of untaxed E&P (rather than PTEP).

A. Whether E&P Accumulated Between 
1987 and 2017 is Eligible for the Code 
Sec. 245A DRD

If the Code Sec. 965 transition tax is held unconstitu-
tional, then U.S. MNEs will need to determine whether 
the Code Sec. 245A DRD applies to distributions that 
such taxpayers had expected to be composed of Code 
Sec. 965 PTEP, and that are, as the result of a transition 
tax refund claim, instead composed on untaxed Code 
Sec. 959(c)(3) E&P.

Code Sec. 245A provides that “[i]n the case of any divi-
dend received from a specified 10-percent owned foreign 
corporation by a domestic corporation which is a United 
States shareholder with respect to such foreign corpora-
tion, there shall be allowed as a deduction an amount 
equal to the foreign-source portion of such dividend.”16 
As a threshold matter, U.S. corporate shareholders will 
need to satisfy statutory requirements for the Code Sec. 
245A DRD that did not apply to distributions of PTEP, 
including the Code Sec. 245A holding period,17 the rules 
for determining the foreign-source portion of such dis-
tribution,18 and the rules governing hybrid dividends.19 
U.S. shareholders may also need to satisfy the regulatory 
requirements imposed by Reg. §1.245A-5 (and earlier 
temporary regulations), to the extent those regulations 
survive current taxpayer challenges to their enforce-
ability.20 For example, if a distribution had originally 
been sourced from PTEP, no “extraordinary reduction” 
amount could have arisen, because there was no “divi-
dend” for U.S. federal income tax purposes.21 Taxpayers 
will need to reconsider the application of those rules in 
light of the revised composition of each cash distribution.

Beyond these requirements, taxpayers (and ultimately 
the courts) will need to confirm that the Code Sec. 245A 
DRD is available for distributions of untaxed E&P 
accumulated between 1987 and 2017. The statute itself 
does not condition the application of the DRD on the 
existence or application of the transition tax. Notably, 
although pre-1987 E&P was excluded from the Code 
Sec. 965 transition tax, Code Sec. 245A does not exclude 
such untaxed E&P from the Code Sec. 245A DRD, and 
the legislative history confirms that Congress intended to 
afford the DRD to pre-1987 amounts.
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Tax reform proposals advanced in 2011 and 2014 
by the former Chairman of the House Ways & Means 
Committee are widely understood as the progenitor 
of the international tax system established by TCJA. 
Chairman Camp’s original 2011 discussion draft proposal 
subjected both pre-1987 and post-1986 foreign earnings 
to the proposed transition tax.22 Based on concerns about 
the availability of adequate records for pre-1987 E&P, 
the 2014 discussion draft limited historical earnings for 
Code Sec. 965 purposes to post-1986 E&P.23 The 2014 
technical explanation published by the Joint Committee 
on Taxation confirmed that the Code Sec. 245A DRD 
nevertheless would apply to pre-1987 earnings, stating 
that “the participation exemption system is available for 
both post-1986 and pre-1987 foreign earnings.”24 The 
2017 TCJA committee reports describing the transition 
tax rules proposed by the House of Representatives con-
tain identical language, confirming the extension of the 
participation exemption system to pre-1987 earnings.25 
The Senate amendments did not contain any changes that 
would overturn this intention.

In response to a decision in Moore invalidating the 
Code Sec. 965 transition tax, Treasury and the IRS may 
attempt to promulgate regulations prohibiting the ap-
plication of the Code Sec. 245A DRD to E&P accumu-
lated between 1987 and 2017. In the preamble to the 
2019 extraordinary disposition and extraordinary reduc-
tion regulations, Treasury and the IRS stated that such 
rules were necessary for the short gap period between the 
effective dates of Code Secs. 245A and 951A to disregard 
“the literal effect of Code Sec. 245A” in order to uphold 
the “intended effect of the subpart F and GILTI regimes” 
and “the structure of the statutory scheme[.]”26 Similar 
arguments on the interlocking nature of the transition 
tax and the participation exemption may be marshaled 
here. The viability of potential regulations may depend 
on the manner in which the Supreme Court addresses 
severability in its decision, and of course, Code Sec. 
7805(b) would constrain the ability of those regulations 
to apply retroactively. It remains possible that Congress 
would intervene legislatively.

B. Foreign Tax Credit Consequences

For distributions attributable to Code Sec. 965 PTEP, 
a foreign tax credit may have been available for with-
holding tax imposed, within the limits prescribed by 
Code Sec. 960(c).27 If such distributions were instead 
composed of Code Sec. 959(c)(3) E&P, and the Code 
Sec. 245A DRD applies, then Code Sec. 245A(d) and 
Reg. §1.245A(d)-1 would disallow any credit for foreign 

taxes paid or accrued with respect to such amounts.28 If 
the Code Sec. 245A DRD is unavailable for such div-
idend (e.g., if the shareholder is an individual or the 
shareholder fails to satisfy the holding period), and the 
dividend is taxable to the U.S. shareholder, an indirect 
foreign tax credit is no longer available, given the repeal 
of Code Sec. 902.

A decision invalidating the Code Sec. 965 transition tax 
may affect the mechanics of numerous additional aspects 
of the foreign tax credit. For example, invalidation of the 
transition tax would affect the foreign tax credit disal-
lowance in the transition tax regulations addressing offset 
earnings—the validity of which has been separately chal-
lenged by multiple taxpayers.29

C. Exchange Gain/Loss Consequences

Under Code Sec. 986(c), on the receipt of Code Sec. 
965(a) PTEP, taxpayers must recognize foreign currency 
gain or loss attributable to movements in exchange rates 
between the time of a deemed inclusion under Code Sec. 
965(a) and the actual distribution of such PTEP. The ex-
change gain or loss is prorated to reflect the Code Sec. 
965(c) deduction.30 If the Court invalidates Code Sec. 
965, and a taxpayer timely files a refund claim, then the 
deemed inclusion under Code Sec. 965 would not occur, 
and any foreign exchange gain or loss recognized in a 
post-TCJA year would be reversed.

D. Application of Extraordinary Dividend 
Rules (Code Sec. 1059)
Under Code Sec. 1059, a corporation that receives an 
“extraordinary dividend” may be required to reduce its 
basis in the stock of the distributing corporation by the 
“nontaxed portion” of such dividend, and to the extent 
that reduction would exceed basis, the corporation 
must recognize gain.31 Under Code Sec. 959(d), the 
distribution of PTEP is not treated as a dividend when 
distributed to the U.S. shareholder (or successor) that 
previously included such earnings in gross income. 
In general, the extraordinary dividend rules of Code 
Sec. 1059 would not have applied to distributions of 
Code Sec. 965 PTEP. If the Court invalidates Code 
Sec. 965, and a taxpayer timely files a refund claim, 
certain distributions will no longer be composed of 
Code Sec. 965 PTEP and may instead be composed 
of Code Sec. 959(c)(3) E&P. To the extent the Code 
Sec. 245A DRD applies to cause such distributions to 
be “nontaxed,” the rules of Code Sec. 1059 need to be 
considered.
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Code Sec. 1059 is generally restricted to dividends is-
sued with respect to stock held for two years or less, for 
which the amount of the dividend exceeds the statutory 
“threshold percentage” (10 percent of adjusted basis for 
non-preferred stock).32 However, certain types of divi-
dends, including dividends arising from Code Sec. 304 
transactions, are per se extraordinary without regard to 
holding period or the size of the dividend.33 Moreover, 
the statutory exception for “qualifying dividends” cannot 
apply in the context of distributions from SFCs, because 
foreign corporations are not considered affiliated with a 
U.S. shareholder.34 If Code Sec. 1059 applies to a distri-
bution from an SFC, the reduction in basis may result 
in taxation of noneconomic gain on a subsequent sale of 
SFC stock.35

II. effect on sales of sFc stock

A. Post-TCJA Sales of SFC Stock Before 
Cash Distributions
After 2017, if a U.S. shareholder sold SFC stock with 
Code Sec. 965(a) PTEP, the upward basis adjustment 
under Code Sec. 961(a) would prevent recognition of 

gain attributable to the value of PTEP remaining at the 
SFC level. A taxpayer filing a refund claim on the basis of 
a decision invalidating the Code Sec. 965 transition tax 
may not be afforded the basis increase associated with the 
former inclusion under Code Sec. 965(a). In such cir-
cumstances, the taxpayer will recognize gain attributable 
to the value of the earnings that remain at the SFC level. 
Code Sec. 1248(j) provides that, in certain cases, capital 
gain on the sale of SFC stock may be recharacterized as a 
dividend to the extent of such untaxed Code Sec. 959(c)(3)  
E&P, and that dividend may be eligible for the Code Sec. 
245A DRD. Thus, in dispositions of SFC stock that re-
sult in capital gain, the U.S. shareholder may be left in 
an equivalent position.

Example 1. Assume USP forms CFC1 with $100 
on January 1, 2015. Both entities have a U.S. dollar 
functional currency. CFC1 generates $100 of E&P 
from 2015 through 2017. Following the imposition 
of the transition tax, CFC1 has $100 of Code Sec. 
965(a) PTEP, and USP’s basis in CFC1 is increased 
$100 under Code Sec. 961(a), for a total of $200. 
On January 1, 2018, USP sells CFC1 to an unre-
lated party for fair market value of $200. No gain 
or loss would be recognized on the sale. Following 

EXAMPLE 1.
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a decision in Moore invalidating the transition tax, 
USP claims a refund of its transition tax liability, as-
suming the limitation period for claims remained 
open. CFC1 is now considered to hold $100 of Code 
Sec. 959(c)(3) E&P as of January 1, 2018. USP 
would recognize $100 of gain ($200 sales price –  
$100 basis). However, because USP has held CFC1 
for at least a year, Code Sec. 1248(j) provides that 
the $100 gain is treated as a dividend for purposes of 
applying Code Sec. 245A. 

In common fact patterns, the Code Sec. 245A DRD 
would apply, and the taxpayer would be left in an equiv-
alent position, assuming the Code Sec. 245A DRD 
extends to earnings accumulated between 1987 and 
2017. However, if the requirements of Code Sec. 245A 
are violated (e.g., the holding period is not satisfied, the 
U.S. shareholder was an individual), the U.S. share-
holder will incur capital gain on the sale.

The relief provided by Code Sec. 1248(j) is asymmetric. 
Code Secs. 1248(j) and 245A, working in tandem, may 
prevent recognition of capital gain, but those provisions 
cannot apply to restore a capital loss the U.S. shareholder 
may have otherwise triggered if the transition tax were 
upheld as constitutional.

Example 2. Assume the same facts as Example 1, 
except CFC1’s fair market value declines from $200 
to $100, perhaps due to contingent liabilities or a 
negative outlook for CFC1’s business. USP sells 
CFC1 for fair market value of $100 on January 1, 
2018. Before the decision in Moore, USP would rec-
ognize a $100 capital loss: $100 sales price - ($100 
initial basis + $100 Code Sec. 961(a) basis). After 
the decision in Moore, USP timely claims a refund 
of its transition tax liability. Notwithstanding the ec-
onomic decline in the value of CFC1, USP’s sale of 
CFC1 would not result in gain or loss: ($100 sales 
price - $100 initial basis). USP has therefore lost the 
benefit of a capital loss (value equal to 21% of the 
amount of the loss) in exchange for the refund of the 
transition tax inclusion (value equal to 8.015.5% of 
the amount of the foregone loss).

The potential adverse consequences stem from critical 
policy choices in the architecture of the TCJA. When 
designing the TCJA, Congress focused on eliminating 
the “lock-out effect” of the existing deferral system, in 
which U.S. shareholders refrained from repatriating 
earnings from foreign subsidiaries operating in low- or 
no-tax jurisdictions in order to avoid the imposition of 

residual U.S. tax.36 Congress sought to reverse the “per-
verse incentives to keep funds offshore” by adopting “a 
territorial system with appropriate anti-base erosion safe-
guards, combined with a lower corporate tax rate.”37

In order to eliminate the lock-out effect, it was neces-
sary for Congress to provide U.S. shareholders with basis 
in deferred foreign income corporations equal to the gross 
amount of Code Sec. 965(a) inclusion, before the de-
duction under Code Sec. 965(c) and without regard to 
whether the inclusion had been offset by the indirect for-
eign tax credit. Without an adjustment to basis equal to 
the gross amount of the inclusion, a subsequent distribu-
tion of PTEP to a U.S. shareholder (or the sale of stock 
of an SFC with PTEP) had the potential to produce cap-
ital gain, effectively reimposing the barriers to repatriating 
capital.38 Consequently, U.S. shareholders were afforded 
Code Sec. 961 basis equal to the gross amount of the in-
clusion. As illustrated above, a taxpayer that applies a de-
cision in Moore invalidating the transition tax may forego 
a basis attribute with a value equal to 21 percent of the 
gross inclusion amount under Code Sec. 965(a), in ex-
change for the refund of a gross inclusion that was taxed at 
15.5 percent or less. For SFCs with minimal foreign cash 
positions (eligible for a lower rate under Code Sec. 965) or 
SFCs with high-taxed E&P, that gross inclusion may have 
been taxed at an even lower effective U.S. tax rate.

B. Post-TCJA Sales of SFC Stock After 
Cash Distributions
The detriment to a U.S. shareholder’s capital loss described 
above cannot be eliminated by distributing earnings prior 
to the sale of SFC stock. When enacting the Code Sec. 
245A DRD, Congress expressed concern that the benefit 
of the DRD would be duplicated if taxpayers distributed 
cash, claimed the DRD, sold the associated foreign corpo-
rate stock, and reported non-economic losses attributable 
to the decline in value from the repatriation of untaxed 
earnings.39 Accordingly, Congress adopted Code Sec. 
961(d), which reduces the basis of a domestic corporation 
in the stock of its 10-percent-owned foreign corporation 
by the amount of the allowable Code Sec. 245A DRD, 
solely for purposes of determining a loss on a subsequent 
disposition. A taxpayer applying a decision invalidating 
the transition tax may be required to reduce its basis in 
foreign corporate stock under Code Sec. 961(d), to reflect 
post-TCJA distributions now composed of untaxed E&P, 
rather than PTEP.

Example 3. Consider the facts of Example 2, but 
now assume that CFC1 distributed $75 of its 
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accumulated earnings before the third-party sale. As 
a consequence of the distribution, the fair market 
value of CFC1 (and the purchase price) would de-
cline to $25, rather than $100. Before a Moore deci-
sion invalidating the transition tax, the distribution 
of accumulated earnings would constitute a distri-
bution of Code Sec. 965(a) PTEP. USP would recog-
nize a $100 capital loss: $25 sales price – ($100 initial 
basis + $25 Code Sec. 961(a) basis). After Moore, 
the distribution of accumulated earnings would 
constitute a distribution of Code Sec. 959(c)(3)  
E&P, eligible for the Code Sec. 245A DRD, and 
triggering a basis adjustment under Code Sec. 
961(d). As in Example 2, USP’s sale of CFC1 would 
not result in gain or loss. The $25 sales price would 
be offset by USP’s adjusted basis of $25 ($100 ini-
tial basis, with negative $75 adjustment under Code 
Sec. 961(d)).

In cases of distributions preceding sales of SFC stock, 
Taxpayers should also analyze whether a dividend distri-
bution of Code Sec. 959(c)(3) E&P (instead of a PTEP 
distribution) causes a U.S. source loss to be recaptured 
as a foreign source loss, under the dividend recapture ex-
ception in Code Sec. 865.40

III. conclusion

If the Supreme Court concludes that the transition tax 
is unconstitutional, the post-2017 tax consequences for 

certain taxpayers will be complex. As illustrated above, 
the following design features of the TCJA international 
system may produce unexpected consequences when 
reconstructing the treatment of transactions between 
2018 and the present.

	■ In Code Sec. 245A(d), Congress declined to extend 
the foreign tax credit to distributions of exempt 
income.

	■ Congress refrained from extending the qualifying 
dividend exception under Code Sec. 1059(e) to div-
idends from SFCs.

	■ Congress afforded U.S. shareholders with Code 
Sec. 961 basis equal to the gross amount of inclu-
sions under Code Sec. 965(a) in order to prevent 
“lock-out.”

	■ In Code Sec. 1248(j), Congress extended the par-
ticipation exemption system to sales of SFC stock 
that result in capital gains (with underlying untaxed 
E&P), but Code Sec. 1248(j) will not facilitate the 
recognition of stock losses.

	■ Through Code Sec. 961(d), Congress installed a 
guardrail to prevent the Code Sec. 245A DRD from 
giving rise to stock losses.

Results will depend on each taxpayer’s specific facts,41 
along with detailed considerations beyond the scope of 
this article.42 While awaiting a final decision in Moore, 
likely in the first half of 2024, taxpayers should model 
the consequences of potential holdings, including the 
treatment of current and historic distributions from 
SFCs, and the treatment of historic or anticipated sales 
of SFC stock.
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